
Ask The Guy’s Guy: Should I
Follow My Boyfriend To Where
His Job Is?

By Robert Manni 
Question from Kaylee M: “My boyfriend and I have been together
for a while now, and we both know we’re going to end up
together for a while. But, he might have to take a job that’s
6 hours from my home, and that might be an issue for me. I’m
very close to my family and not sure if this is a move I want
to do. What should I do?”
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Boyfriends moving away, should you
go with him?
Hi Kaylee:
You  have  a  lot  of  variables  to  consider  before  making  a
decision about this move. It’s great that you have a strong
bond with your boyfriend, that he has a great opportunity, and
he wants you to join him. Now it’s time to ask yourself
questions. What are the opportunities for you if you join him?
Do you have a career where you currently live? If so, can you
get a transfer to the new locale or easily find a similar job
there? Have you visited this location? Did you like it, and
could you see yourself living there? Do you know anyone there?
How difficult would it be to visit your family if you move?
 Six hours by car is substantial, but it’s not like moving
across the country. You mentioned seeing yourself together
with your boyfriend “for a while”. How long is a while? Is it
long enough to pick up and move your life, career, and away
from your family? Only you know the answers to what’s in your
heart and what his intentions are.
Related Link: Ask The Guy’s Guy: What Do I Do If I Have
Trouble Opening Up To My Significant Other
I’m  not  trying  to  throw  water  on  what  could  be  a  great
opportunity for both of you. I’m suggesting you consider how
all the variables of this move will impact you and your life,
friends, and family connections. I’m also wondering what your
boyfriend has to say about this opportunity as it relates to
you.  After  all,  you  will  be  making  a  sacrifice  since  he
already has a job set up. Was this opportunity a surprise or
something he has been working towards? As you can see, there
is a lot for you to consider prior to making a decision. You
may discover that it can turn out great for both of you. Or
not. Only you can get the answers you need to make a wise
decision.  After  all,  your  number  one  priority  and
consideration  is  to  yourself.  Good  luck!
If you would like relationship expert Robert Manni to answer
your  online  dating/relationship  questions,  please  email
gillian@nvmediainc.com
More about the Guy’s Guy: 
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Robert is the host of Guy’s Guy Radio, featured on Blog Talk
Radio  and  available  on  iTunes,  Stitcher,  and  TuneIn.  The
weekly podcast features interviews with relationship coaches,
entertainers, authors, wellness experts, spiritual teachers,
sports  personalities,  and  a  weekly  “Guys’  Guy’s  Guide”
exploring current guy-focused topics.

His novel, THE GUYS’ GUY’S GUIDE TO LOVE, praised as the
“men’s successor to Sex and the City,” has been developed into
two feature-length adapted screenplays, a scripted television
series (pilot and treatment), and a series of non-scripted
Guy’s Guy show concepts.

Robert has appeared on broadcast television (NBC’s Morning
Blend, WPIX11 Morning News) and is a frequent guest across a
spectrum  of  satellite,  terrestrial,  and  web-based  radio
programs and podcasts, as well as a contributor to Huffington
Post, Thought Catalog, Cupid’s Pulse, GalTime, is a featured
expert on GoodMenProject and YourTango. He was also named a
Top Dating Blogger by DatingAdvice.com.

Robert developed the Guy’s Guy Platform to help men and women
better  understand  each  other  and  bridge  the  growing
communication gap between the sexes. He continually creates a
fresh, robust palette of timely Guy’s Guy content focused on
life,  love  and  the  pursuit  of  happiness.  Whether  it’s
navigating  the  challenges  of  dating,  relationships,
friendship, career or wellness, Robert explores ways to help
both men and women be at their best so that everybody wins.
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